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Abstract:
Purpose: The aim of the study is to demonstrate the value of the financial performance , in
assessing the degree of resilience and agility of a fruitful hotel strategy in a turbulent and
disruptive era.
Design/Methodology/Approach: Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) was performed for
2017-2019 period, in conjunction with the asset turnover and operating profit to assets
ratios, were used as the main tool to measure resilience and preparedness, that are
manifested in enduring efficiency and effectiveness performance of operations. The latter
two features of performance together represent credible resilience engines, since are
inextricably intertwined to enhance capability with flexibility, growth and prudence in
confronting uncertainty decisively. Αudited financial data were exploited to assess
performance endurance among those dimensions. Αn input oriented model was employed
based on total assets as the crucial input, while revenues and operating profits were utilized
as outputs.
Findings: The DEA window analysis results, portrayed both, the low scale efficiency (SE)
and the deficient pure technical efficiency (PTE) as contributors to low global efficiency
(TE). Adequate revenues turnover and operating profits with respect to total assets, are the
essential ingredients to secure resilience and the crucial aspects of effectiveness and
efficiency performance of a victorious strategy.
Originality/Value: Performance differences among hotels, can be exploited to guide
strategic management interventions to enhance the value creation process and resilience
through versatility and sustainability, which are reflected in the effectiveness and efficiency
measures. Performance measurement and evaluation unveils management options for
informed choices to benefit the key stakeholders.
Keywords: Strategy, resilience, agility, financial analysis, DEA, effectiveness, efficiency.
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1. Introduction
Tourism is called “ the heavy industry” of the Greek economy. The hotel sector is
the main pillar of it and is characterized by capital intensity and considerable
seasonality in its operations. The principal product is the mass tourism for summer
vacations with no discernible differentiation from the similar competitive
destinations and thus very sensitive to price changes. Tourist arrivals to Greece in
2019 reached 31,3 million and the nights spent approached 232,5 mil. The total
revenues from tourism reached the amount of 18,18 billion euro (Ernst & Young,
2020). The total direct employment in the sector were approximately 320.000 jobs
(and 125.000 indirectly) and the hospitality industry directly or indirectly represents
20,8% of the GDP of the country in the same year. The revenues of hotels reached
8,4 billion in 2019 according to ΙΝSΕTΕ (2020) . The hotel business entities of
any kind were 9.970 units in total, operating 433.689 rooms with 856.347 beds
in 2019, the most recent normal year for the hospitality industry of the country
(ITEP, 2019). In the January-September in 2019 period tourism revenues were
€16.1b , while the corresponding period of 2020 reached €3.5b due to Covid 19
restrictions. Tourist receipts recorded a 78.2% reduction, compared to the same
period in 2019 and the average occupancy rate dropped to 23%, from 71% in 2019.
The hospitality industry is unstable due to the fact that is very sensitive to external
events and not only to the economic ones due to the fact that “tourism involves
discretionary income, it has been traditionally considered vulnerable to economic
uncertainty and volatility” (Papatheodorou et al., 2010). The long term financial
soundness (and viability) of tourism in general and the hotel sector in particular, is
a very demanding task due to its utter dependency on many different external
disturbances (economic, social, political, environmental, virus, law etc). The impact
of those changes in the hotel sector is further augmented due to its capital intensity
in operation and the ensuing substantial fixed expenses it carries, which must be paid
in any case, regardless of the degree of hotel operation. That is why the sector
requires a high occupancy rate to achieve at least the break even point and exceed it,
in order make profits and achieve a satisfying return to capital.
In periods where the external environment is hugely unstable as in the current period
due to covid-19, it is particularly crucial for the hotel sector to give precedence in
crafting and implementing fruitful strategies that secure resilience and creative
agility. The effectiveness of a strategy depends on the appropriate alignment of
external and internal environment (Teece et al.,1997; Kourtis et al., 2021).
A PESTELE and five forces analysis of the general and immediate (industry)
external environments of hotels (Curtis et al., 2008), reveal the great shifts that have
occurred which increased the competition (and uncertainty) especially in the mass
tourism for summer vacations, and thus have reduced considerably the attractiveness
of sector (Porter, 1996). The present Covid-19 period, causes tectonic changes with
tremendous impact on the sector.
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The constant, abrupt and unforeseeable changes that are beyond the control of hotel
authorities, require innovative strategiesemanating from the quality of the internal
environment, based predominately on intangible factors that are difficult to be
replicated by the main competitors and are embedded in the dynamic capability
theory. The latter is viewed as a refinement of the resource-based view (RBV) of
an economic entity. It assigns superior performance not merely on assets an
economic entity posses, but on its capability to “orchestrate a portfolio of assets
that complements each other and create competencies, aligning external and external
environments in a dynamic fashion to identify and exploit opportunities stemming
from the environment that secure long term viability and value creation (Teece,
1997; Barney, 1991). The urgency for creating, maintaining and upgrading
capabilities for value creation requires a combination of resources, skills, processes
and organizational culture for creative, innovative and speedy adjustment with an
extensive use of information technology. This is the right answer to an open and
constantly changing external environment, that allows hotels to create, store, share
and upgrade knowledge (formal , as well as a tacit one) (Helfat et al., 2009). The
level and the refinement of the alignment each hotel attains with its external
environments, is ultimately affected by the degree of VRIN attributes of its
resources, skills, processes and activities it encompasses. All these factors are
orchestrated and applied accordingly to create dynamic capabilities appropriate to
its market positioning in the sector, that exploits uniquely the five forces operating
in it. The organization’s goal is to establish, preserve and upgrade a versatile and
dynamic competitive advantage that provides performance excellence, agility and
resilience. Finally all these will be translated in to greater market share and value
creation ultimately, if operational effectiveness is also achieved (Hax et al., 1983;
Porter, 1996).
2. Literature Review
2.1 Performance Measurement to Assess Resilience and Readiness
A performance measurement system related to hotels is based on “ an amalgamation
of relevant finance, marketing, strategy and hospitality literature” (Phillips, 1999). In
an attempt to capture performance by aligning external and internal environments in
an integrated way, the balanced Scorecard tool has been used to identify financial
and non financial measures for the functional areas of finance, marketing (customer
perspective), production and organization processes through the appropriate strategy
(Sainaghi et al., 2013). Performance measurement thus, is a complex task that
integrates many business activities, which allow an organization to adjust
accordingly to its environment in order not only survive but thrive in the long run.
Resilience of an organization is a multifaceted and immensely challenging quality,
that is more fully appreciated in nowadays when changes are more frequent and
abrupt at an accelerating pace. The attainment of resilience is embedded in strategy
which determines “the capability to foresee disruptions and unexpected events due
to awareness and link operational management of internal and external shocks
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(Annarelli et al., 2016), “the ability and capacity of an organization to withstand
unexpected changes, discontinuities and environmental risks” (Carvalho et al.,
2016) and finally the “ability to survive, adapt and grow in the face of turbulent
change” (Fiskel et al., 2014 ).
Organization resilience is the result of effectiveness and efficiency (PECB, 2018).
The long term financially sound organizations, are characterized by operational
efficiency and appropriate strategic positioning. The combined result of both factors
is a sustained competitive advantage (Porter, 1996). The industry structure an
economic entity chooses to operate and the right positioning in it, which is a
manifestation of the strategy success, leads to sustained competitive advantage and
above the average profitability. Profits are attributed to the industry structure, its
attractiveness, the operational efficiency of an economic entity and its positioning
(McGahan et al., 1999). This approach is based on the structure-conductperformance (SCP) strategy paradigm, that was developed by the Bain Co
(Pawlowska, 2007). It focuses mainly on the industrial structure and ability of the
firm to gain and exploit market power through the right positioning, in order to
obtain superior performance (Hawanini, 2003). The “cluster-based agglomeration”
and interconnectivity of hotels, has also been identified as a major force boosting
business performance ( Buhalis et al., 2018; Delgado et al., 2014). It was found
especially true in regions where tourism dominates as the main economic activity
(Lagos et al., 2008; Curtis et al., 2007).
The operational effectiveness (economic efficiency) through continuous
improvements, is contemplated as a necessary but not sufficient condition of
success, since it can be potentially imitated in sensible time horizon without
prohibitive costs. A unique and valuable position by choosing specific activities to
perform based on firm's internal strengths, requires trade offs due to the limitation of
available resources. The activities must contribute also to the creation of synergies
across all company's operations, in order to maintain and invigorate competitive
advantage for a long period of time.Τhe structure-conduct-performance (SCP)
model, emphasizes primarily the importance of the external environment of the
organization and the right positioning of the hotels in it.
The so called resource-based theory on the other hand, attempts to explain the
observed differences in performance among companies and organizations, as
emanating from specific factors (assets) they are endowed (Barney, 1991). They
allege that the different levels of performance an economic entity exhibits, is
affected primarily by the quality of its internal environment shaped by the
management (Aguta et al., 2003). The mix of resources, skills and capabilities the
management has accumulated in its command and how it adeptly deploys them in
business activities, determine the amount of rents it creates along the value chain,
(Buhalis et al., 2018). It is attained by achieving operational efficiency and
effectiveness, through a sensible strategy.
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The dynamic capabilities is achieved by orchestrating valuable, rare, inimitable, and
non-substitutable resources, that lead in recent years primarily to knowledge creation
(especially of a tacit one), storage, transfer, innovation that boost agility and secure
resilience. It creates outcomes through the coordination of “physical assets,
employees, suppliers-materials, customers, organization assets and improve also any
every day aspect of the organizational performance (Almansoori et al., 2020). The
orchestration of these types of assets, must be unique and decided in a continuous
consultations with the main stakeholders which understand and support the entire
process. This is a holistic and systemic process that is difficult to be replicated by
competitors, create a strong entity that is capable not only adapt to business
ecosystem, but even harness and shape it (to a certain degree of course), in order
accomplish sustainable development and above the average financial performance.
Towards that aim hotels must map out the variety of stakeholders and build a
coalition that will produce support in their goals, that will allow management to
navigate through turbulent and complex environment, especially crucial in this
period of Covid-19 pandemic. Hotels must build operating models changes wcich
will enhance their agility and resilience. Towards that aim an indispensable tool is to
measure their performance intelligently and improve it in a balanced manner and
finally identify the impact of the strategy applied in order not only survive but
prosper.
The performance of an organization is a conclusive and decisive arbiter of its
strategy conduciveness to resilience. Performance measurement is valuable tool of
effective management and control. Despite some inherent but overstated obstacles to
its smooth and indisputable acceptance by all parties involved, performance
appraisal is an indispensable device that promotes transparency, holds management
accountable and supplies it with the data needed to improve organization
effectiveness and efficiency, for the sake of all stakeholders (Behn, 2003).
It is prudent to assess effectiveness and efficiency performance, since those two
features in conjunction define competitiveness, profitability, viability and resilience.
It also acknowledged that “what gets measured, gets managed” according to the
respected patriarch of management P. Drucker. Whatever is measured properly, is
gets managed better and improved, since “If you can't measure something, you can't
improve it" (Prusak, 2010). So, the mantra “measure, assess and improve” is in
nowadays widely espoused. According to P. Drucker (2006) “performance has
become decisive well beyond the economic or even the social sphere”. He argues
that an organization thrives only through the coexistence of effectiveness that refers
to goals to be attained and efficiency in the process of the implementation.
Efficiency alone without effectiveness (by “doing the wrong things, right”), leads to
a “heroic failure and effectiveness without efficiency brings about just mere
survival” (Solitaire, 2014). Ιt is obvious that P. Ducker assigns pivotal role in the
effectiveness with which the goals of the strategy are achieved. He does not omit
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the task at the same time to stress the need for operational efficiency in the process
of pursuing the dominant goals. He does not want though that an overwhelming
concern for efficiency to derail the process of strategy and end up in a goal
displacement. That is why he warns that “there is surely nothing quite so useless, as
doing with great efficiency what should not be done at all” (Drucker, 1963). This is
the cornerstone of our attempt to measure performance based on both effectiveness
and efficiency. It guides our effort to choose the appropriate input and output
variables, as well as the corresponding tool of analysis to carry out the task.
A dependable performance measurement tools must at least measure effectiveness
and efficiency as the ultimate dimensions of the optimality of the resource allocation
of an entity, since “effectiveness is doing the right things, while efficiency is doing
things right, according to the renown guru of management P. Drucker. It is obvious
that he assigns predominate role in effectiveness, which means achieving the goals the
strategy assigned. He doesn’t obviate the task at the same time to stress the need for
operational efficiency in the process of pursuing the dominant goals. He does not
want though the concern for efficiency to derail the process of strategy and end up in
a goal displacement in the name of the quest for efficiency as the main concern. That
is why he warns that “there is surely nothing quite so useless, as doing with great
efficiency what should not be done at all” (Drucker, 1963). This is the cornerstone
of our attempt to measure performance and resilience based on effectiveness and
efficiency. Resilience without out achieving some sort of sustained competitive
advantage and superior economic performance, that is based on good governance
and pays attention to social and environmental sustainability, is not any more
acceptable and advisable not even by the business leaders.
Any performance measurement apparatus must quantify the effectiveness with
which an organization (hotel) meets the needs of its customers. It reflects that the
hotel is doing the "right thing". In order to survive and prosper in the long run, it
must serve its customers with profit, that secures the appropriate level return to
capital invested (for the level of the risk involved). It comes about only by exploiting
resources efficiently and operating economically i.e., "it does things right". Thus a
suitable performance measurement scheme must encompass effectiveness and
efficiency, since are both necessary for long term survival on one hand and a
prerequisite for keeping investors and the rest key stakeholders happy and capital
inflows for further investments (for development) secured on the other.
External and internal operation proficiencies, contribute to customer and the rest
outside stakeholders (suppliers, banks, state, etc.) satisfaction on one hand, as well
of the equity holders, management, employees (which are the main internal ones) on
the other. At the same time the external and internal harmonious alignment bestows
on the organization an adequate market share, that will allow it to cover all expenses
incurred and yield enough profit. Lasting profitability and return on capital invested
is the result of a successful matching of firms internal and external (industry)
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environments especially in a sector that is affected my economic, political, social,
ecological, health related issues etc.
The performance measurement that is stakeholder based, facilitates the additional
funding of the sector, by addressing the concerns of various actors of the tourism
ecosystem (Taylor et al., 2014). The involvement of the main l stakeholders create
check and balances, which will contribute positively towards achieving the most
optimal solution possible, without squandering scarce resources. The “new
competitive advantage” in nowadays requires value for all stakeholders by
expanding impact on societal, environmental and governance issues and by
reshaping the stakeholder ecosystem (Young et al., 2020).
Although performance is considered as the repercussion of agility and endurance in
a changing environment, a notable achievement can sustain further agility,
sustainability, adaptability, innovation and resilience by providing the necessary
capital for new investments, through internally generated funds by an enhanced
profitability . It will build fences on the five forces operating in a sector (Porter
1996), while making the organization more competitive.
The degree of the strategy success is evaluated by its financial outcome. Favorable
outcomes in long turn are fueled through new investments and the upgrading of the
competitive advantage that secures further the longevity. It has been found that
organizational resilience has positive and significant relationship with corporate
performance (Oparanma et al., 2019). Τhe genuine resilience is assessed from the
financial performance analysis using measures of profitability and return to capital
(total or equity). Such ratios are EBITDA margin, ROE and ROA indicators
(Carvalho et al., 2016).
2.2 Financial Data, Performance Measurement Tools, Stakeholders and
Sustainability
The amount of revenues is the first and foremost footprint of a successful strategy
and a valid sign that there is an alignment of internal and external environments, that
is crucial in culminating to competitive advantage and sustainability in the market.
It measures quantities of services predominately offered by the hotels and the
prices charged. Low price strategies are successful when the price elasticity of
demand is greater than one. Then the lower prices are translated into greater
increases in quantities sold and in total revenues obtained. It is known that high
price strategy is pursued through service differentiation and quality offered, and is
appropriate when the price elasticity of demand is characterized as inelastic (e <1).
Only then higher prices are triggering relative lower decrease in the quantities
consumed, which results in greater revenues. Thus regardless which strategy is
applied, to be reckoned as successful it must be reflected in the total revenue it
yields as a result. That is why revenues are considered as an indisputable measure to
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gauge financial performance of a hotel. Revenues per room are widely recognized
as a pivotal measure of performance of hotels (Avkiran,, 2002; Baros, 2005;
Manasakis et al., 2013; Phillips et al., 2005; Poldrugovac et al., 2016; Sigala et al.,
2005; Verot. 2020).
Revenues are a necessary, but not a sufficient condition to create long term financial
sustainability of the economic entity. The “bottom-line is profitability”
(Anagnostopoulou et al., 2020). Sustained profitability occurs when revenues of
the hotel increase above the average one of the sector and value is created for the
shareholders, when return on capital is higher than its costs, according to Marakon
profitability matrix (Hax et al., 1983). The operating profits or EBIT (Earnings
before interest expenses and taxes) pay more attention to the return to wider
stakeholders. Revenues growth is a precondition for the improvement of EBIT, net
profits, return on capital , financial viability (resilience) over long periods of time
(Nollet et al., 2016).
So far we found that revenues and EBIT are appropriate outcomes of a successful
strategy. The necessary input for capital intensive industries like the hotels, is the
total amount of assets used to generate the necessary amounts revenues and EBIT
that guarantee viability. It has been found that profitability has been affected by the
“hotel location and room quality”, which are “closely related to the level of
investment made in the business (Anagnostopoulou et al., 2020). Total asset value
is naturally the most important input factor to be utilized in order to measure
performance in the sector.
Total assets (or capital invested), revenues and EBIT are the building blocks
of the comprehensive financial ratio return to total assets (ROTA). All these
factors are the most important aspects of a sustained financial performance and
proxies for resilience and readiness of hotels in order to navigate through
uncertainty unscathed. Total assets is the main factor in the operations of hotels,
since they represent capital intensive economic entities (Kourtis et al., 2021).
Revenues and EBIT are among the main final outcomes of its operation, that
determine effectiveness and efficiency respectively. Any lasting performance with
respect those two crucial factors reflects resilience, that is based on agility,
sustainability and economic viability. Financial health and competitive advantage in
the internal environment of hotels, as well as attractiveness industry (sector) and
environmental stability in the external one, are the necessary elements for an
aggressive strategy according to the strategic Position and Action Evaluation (or
SPACE) matrix. In case these favorable conditions do not exist a defensive strategy
is appropriate (Courtis et al., 2008). When the internal environment is resilient
(competitive advantage and financial stamina exist) hotels can follow a conservative
strategy until the situation in the external environment improves to apply a
competitive and ultimately an aggressive strategy.
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Competitiveness, financial vigor and resilience, represent a self-feeding process
that promotes profitability, value creation and financial stamina in the long run.
Those characteristics secure resilience, give more leeway to strategy maneuvering
and boost reinvestment, that in turn upgrades competitive advantage and inclusive
growth for the sake of a more broad range of stakeholders and not just to
shareholders.
Financial wellbeing is measured by ROTA is quite integrated type ratio that is
determined by the EBIT margin (EBIT/ Revenues), combined with the total assets
turnover ratio (Revenues/Total assets). The formula defining it, is:
ROTA = EBIT/Revenues X Revenues /Total assets = EBIT ÷ Total Assets
Thus EBIT, revenues and total assets are closely intertwined to define ROTA
The two ratios that compose ROTA, measure growth (effectiveness), efficiency,
value creation, economic sustainability and resilience. Growth and profitabilityefficiency although are both attractive factors indicating resilience, are not always
move “hand in hand”, according to Marakon Matrix (Hax, 1983). To satisfy them
both, it is a very arduous task to achieve for a long period. Most of the time entities
have to sacrifice partially one of these factors, to advance the other one a bit more.
ROTA ratio, estimates the benefits to total capital (assets) used, regardless if it is
equity or debt proportions. The return on total assets (ROTA), is similar
measure to the return on assets (ROA) (Courtis, 2003). The former though takes
into consideration the return to all sources of capital and is why ROTA is more
comprehensive and of a wider scope than the ROA. The latter also uses total assets
in the denominator, but nominator only net profits, as ROE does (Curtis et al.,
2005; Kourtis et al., 2020). Net profits though, is strictly the return to shareholders
only. That is why EBIT is preferred since it is broader in scope and its directed
towards more stakeholders.
Fixed assets are one of the most important attributes of the capital intensive
entities. It entails grave consequences regarding their operating risk and the level of
revenues required to attain and surpass the break -even point. The capital employed
(fixed and current), is considered the means which determines the capacity of
the entity to produce, attract and satisfy customers. The market share a
corporation finally attains, depends on how readily and widely customers respond
favorably to the value proposition put forward by the organization at a given price.
The scale of revenues produced it is known depends on the alignment of the
product’s (or service) characteristics, with respect to the tastes of the consumers and
the prices offered. The strategic (resilient) growth, allows hotels to thrive not only
survive. The EBIT margin reflects the overall efficiency of operations on annual
basis, without paying attention to the sources of financing for growth, reflected in
revenues augmentation. It also true new investments and capital structure changes
(to meet the financing needs) is a strategic choice since it also affects resilience
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and thus agility (Simmons et al., 2011). The sources of financing influence also the
Earnings before taxes (EBT) and net income as well. The financing decisions
though follow the growth(investments) considerations to which are attached as
facilitators in the execution phase, as it is argued by the profitability Marakon Matrix
(Hax et al., 1983).
The scale of total assets used, depends on the management’s adeptness and the
characteristics of the sector in which the entity operates. Some sectors require
heavy fixed assets as a percentage of total capital (as in the case of hotels,
hospitals, shipping, wind farming electricity, etc.) (Courtis 2008; Curtis et al.,
2020; Kourtis et al., 2021). Τhe total sales (revenues) to-total assets and
EBIT/Total Assets (and thus ROTA) are among the most important financial ratios
which “play an important role in revealing corporate financial soundness, to
maintain the competitive position of an enterprise” (Kliestik et al., 2020).
Efficiency measurement has been recognized as a precious factor of performance
evaluation, since it considered as an indispensable ingredient of the value creation
process. That is why hotels must embrace efficiency for its investments in structure,
process, and human resources in order to create value (Jacobs, 2006). Efficiency
achievement through best practices although is essential, it can potentially be
imitated more easily though and is not considered as a lasting source of competitive
advantage, especially when the external external environment changes constantly
and erratically.
So, technical efficiency alone is necessary, but not sufficient condition for financial
sustainability (profitability). Efficiency alone doesn’t lead automatically to financial
sustainability and must be supplemented by effectiveness, which is realized through
the alignment of internal and external organizational environments by the
appropriate strategy. It is also true that (other things being equal), an improvement
in efficiency will bolster profitability and return on assets (capital). Efficiency is a
means that affects other important economic measures, since it is argued that
“inefficiencies due to wasted resources, affects earnings, cash flow and growth
through the negative repercussions” (Greene et al., 2004 ). It is crucial though from
the performance measurement and value creation perspective “to measure and
manage the overall efficiency and effectiveness of the tourism product and services
from a value chain management perspective” (Yilmaz et al., 2006). The concurrence
of both efficiency and profitability it is alleged “can ensure a reasonable return to
stakeholders that minimizes the risk of bankruptcy, which otherwise leads to
misallocation of resources” (Kumar, 2008).
A stakeholders approach is more appropriate for “a cohesive and sustainable
world” (McKinsey-Davos, 2020). According to the Business Roundtable report
“the purpose of a corporation is not just to create financial return to its shareholders,
but to create benefits to all of its stakeholders (customers, employees,
suppliers, communities, and shareholders) (Brookings Institute, 2020). This
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statement heralds a broader view of performance measurement, that “beacons
an emerging shift away from the paradigm of shareholder capitalism”, according
to Brookings Institution (2020). This development was verified and sealed also
at Davos Manifesto 2020, which states that “the universal purpose of a company
in the fourth industrial revolution is to serve clients, shareholders, workers and
employees, as well as societies, and to harmonize the different interests of the
stakeholders”. Davos declaration invigorates the attempt for the establishment of
a new dominant model, that fosters the stakeholder capitalism in order to
promote sustainability and inclusiveness in the existing market system.
On the other hand the return on equity:
ROE = Net Income ÷ Shareholders’ Equity
although it is a very useful profitability ratio, it concerns primarily the shareholders
and has been criticized on the ground it favors shortsighted outcomes in many
cases (Curtis et al., 2005).
A strategy of resilience and agility is especially crucial during periods of rapid
change, disruptions and growing uncertainty at an accelerating pace. The present
unexpected Covid-19 pandemic, is a vivid current event of the vast changes
occurring in the external environment of an economic entit. It affects more
profoundly the hospitality sector of Greece (and not only) due to its utter
dependence on the visitors from overseas, that are extremely sensitive to economic,
political, health related, ecological etc events .
The data from the financial statements that are necessary to estimate ROTA, will be
exploited as input and outputs in the Data Envelopment Analysis DEA in order to
assess effectiveness, efficiency and finally resilience. It is well known that the
validity of DEA outcomes, depends heavily on the degree of comparability of input
and output data (Avkiran, 2002). Data extracted from the financial statements are
considered in general as more homogeneous, since are expressed in value terms
and they are also audited by an external third party. We choose to employ value
data, although most of the studies using DEA using physical inputs and outputs to
evaluate efficiency, since by incorporating prices in connection with quantities,
renders input and output data in more comparable form. Values are taking care of
the differences in quality, which is an insurmountable task to carry out in the case of
services and affects the measurement outcomes.
The estimates of the revenues per room or bed which is a customary ratio used,
although it is a useful metric is not a complete one since the investment associated
with it may differ if the category of the hotel is not the same or the age of the
premises diverge. This thorny issue is eschewed by considering the value of the
capital invested on those assets. The revenues / investment ratio we apply, is more
straight forward and less misleading, compared to physical assets involved.
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3. Data Envelopment Analysis and Variables (DΕΑ)
The Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is a non-parametric comparative
performance assessment tool, that can be applied to any group of entities that
transform a variety of inputs to outputs, and doesn’t have to specify in advance the
type of relationship among them (Coelli, 1996). DEA represents a linear
programming based technique for measuring the relative performance of
organizational units, that allows comparisons in case of multiple inputs and
outputs. It is utilized as a method for performance evaluation and best-practice
benchmarking (Cook, Tone, and Zhu, 2014), as well as for auditing competitiveness
(Guan et al., 2006). A main advantage of the DEA over a parametric approach is that
it does not require any rigorous assumption concerning the production technology,
while it can also easily accommodate multiple outputs.
The technique was introduced initially by Charnes et al. (1978) to measure the
efficiency of input conversion into outputs. A measure of firm efficiency proposed
by Farrell (1957) who defined the technical efficiency as the ability to obtain
maximum output from a given set of inputs. The administration of efficiency
contributes to the management’s role to gain competitiveness, profitability and long
term viability in a wider possible sense.
A Decision Making Unit (DMU) is any entity that exploits inputs to produce any
form of output. Relative Technical Efficiency is the “ability of the DMU to obtain
output, from a given set of inputs as:

It is an index of total outputs produced, divided by the total input used for that
purpose. The efficiency score of each unit is expressed compared to the optimal
performance of DMUs that excel in the group of reference, that is under scrutiny. It
is a relative measure compared to the one of the peer units and not an absolute one,
that cannot be improved further (even for the so called efficient units). It is merely
the champion in performance among the members of the group measured. The
resulting efficiency scores lie between zero and one. DEA scores divide DMUs into
two categories, the efficient and inefficient ones. Score one (1) gets the case (s)
located on the frontier that is considered efficient and constitutes the base for
comparison (benchmark). Their position is characterized as Pareto optimal. The
output can’t change, without a corresponding change in inputs. The inefficient
DMUs are rated greater than zero, but lower than one (1). A DMU can improve
efficiency through DEA benchmarking based on the adoption of best practices and
appropriate strategy to obtain a more suitable production scale.
As a matter of fact in our case of hotels, we apply DEA window analysis to measure
the Revenue/Assets (effectiveness) and EBIT/Assets (operational efficiency) ratios,
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as the crucial building blocks of resilience (and agility). The first is known as the
assets (capital) turnover ratio, reflects the level of activity, the growth and the
effectiveness with which a hotel is linked to the market conditions, with the services
and prices it offers on one hand and the effectiveness with the management
transform assets to revenues. On the other hand, the second ratio (the EBIT asset
margin), mirrors the efficiency and prudence with which the management exploits
the assets at its disposal, in order to thrive and grow by creating value for a greater
array of members of its stakeholders ecosystem (and not just to shareholders, as the
net profit margin does). It is necessary for a hotel in order to be sustainable and
secure resilience, to embrace the stakeholder capitalism and abide by its principles
that are gaining considerable ground in nowadays, as it is conspicuously manifested
in the growing ESG based investing, financing and reporting activities.
Charnes et al. (1978) in their work (following Farrel’s seminal contribution), assume
that Constant Returns to Scale (CRS) prevail and a change in inputs leads to an
exactly proportional change, and proposed a frontier that measures the overall (total,
global) efficiency. The isoquant describes the “technological set” to produce the
certain amount of output. It is a model under the assumption that the DMUs are
operating at an optimal scale. It can happen when perfect competition prevails and
no constraints exist in the market.
The BCC model developed by Banker et al. (1984) refines further the previous
model and discerns that the overall technical efficiency is consisting of two factors,
a) the pure technical (PTE) and b) the scale inefficiencies (SE). So the BCC model
identifies whether at the given scale of operation, increasing or decreasing returns to
scale possibilities exist. If imperfections in the market do occur, it may not be
possible for DMUs to reach an optimal size of operations. In that situation, which is
not scarce, the BCC model is appropriate to tackle the issue of the DMUs’ return to
scale. The latter applies when a percentage change in inputs, doesn’t lead to an equal
(but greater or lower) change in output, leading to increasing or decreasing returns to
scale (Junius, 1997). In that case the scale of operation is crucial and discerns it from
the pure technical efficiency which is the other constituent of the tolal (global,
overall) efficiency. So, DMUs must decide on how to improve of efficiency and
choose the appropriate scale of operation to achieve that. So, the DEA CCR and
BCC models are used to derive the technical, pure technical and scale efficiency.
Total technical or global efficiency (TE) is a comprehensive measure that combines
the degree input allocation capability of management (PTE) and the scale of
operation. Having calculated CRS and VRS efficiency ratios, the Scale efficiency
(SE) can be derived as a ratio:
SE = CRS (TE) / VRS (PTE)
CRS/VRS measures scale efficiency attributed to the DMU scale (size) of
operations. The value of scale efficiency denotes whether a DMU is operating under
increasing – decreasing or not (Avrikan, 2011). Its values range between 0 and 1.
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When it is equal to 1, the VRS and CRS are equal and the DMU is operating at the
optimal scale size. In every other case we have scale inefficiency. A hotel is said to
be scale efficient if its size of operations maximizes productivity. Besides the
concept of technically efficient when a set of outputs are attained using the smallest
possible amount of inputs, there is also the concept of allocative efficiency that
measures the ability of a firm to apply the inputs at optimal proportions in
accordance with their existing prices. When a DMU is at the same time technically
and allocatively efficient, it is characterized as cost efficient (Coelli, 1996). It is the
most integrated concept of efficiency from all the above, that contributes to value
creation, if prices of the output are high enough to cover costs and reflect the
genuine utility to consumers who pay for. It is obvious that DEA is a tool that fosters
benchmarking and best practices in the management process.
Benchmark management provides organizations with the tangible means to
comprehend the ultimate result of adopting best practices in order to bridge the gap
of companies with the best performing actors in their sector. It enhances efficiency
and improves wealth for all parties involved. Efficiency contributes to the
improvement of allocation of the factors of production, and thus to the overall
wealth and prosperity in the economy. Efficiently operating units are rewarded by
attracting additional investments. DEA is widely used in almost any sector of
economic activity (hospitals, banks, Hotels, ports, education, agriculture, fisheries,
etc.). A comprehensive and enlightened review of the literature regarding DEA
applications in sustainability can be found in Zhou et al. (2018), who allege that
“DEA is is a valuable tool of sustainability performance evaluation”.
4. DEA Application, Research Results and Discussion
We apply DEA window analysis to measure economic performance in examining a
sample of seventeen (17) hotels, using one input (total assets) and two outputs
(revenues and EBIT). The input and outputs financial data exploited, are linked
in a very robust and incontestable relationship to measure ROTA ratio. The DEA
method as a tool of assessing performance is suitable, since it works particularly
well with small samples. Αt the same time It is acknowledged, that it provides “poor
discrimination on the performance” in the case of lack of sufficient observations or
other factors limiting the effective discrimination among them (Podinovski et al.,
2007). It happens when the number of DMUs decreases beyond some critical
boundaries and concurrently the sum of input and output variables increases. It is
due to insufficient degrees of freedom. That is why it is suggested that the number of
DMUs is equal or greater three times the sum of the variables (inputs plus outputs)
used by the model (Cooper et al., 2006; Avkiran, 2011), as it happens in our case.
As far the credibility of values of the three variables (assets, revenues and EBIT)
used to assess performance is concerned, it is secured by using audited published
data. Additional precautionary steps have been taken to avoid measurement mistakes
(or even intentional reported financial shenanigans), that are more difficult to
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identify when physical input and output data have been utilized. In our case we find
that the EBIT figures are contemplated as genuine, given that the average cash flows
from operations (CFFO) are at least twice as much as the net income reported by the
hotels of the sample (Κourtis et al., 2021). It is also true that non financial data very
rarely have being verified officially by a certified third party (as the externals
auditors), besides the fact that quality discrepancies are more prevalent, when data
concerning only quantities are analyzed. Environmental sensitivity is present in the
management of the hotels and its sustainability, since any damage in the surrounding
environment is detrimental to its efforts to attract visitors, attain extended length of
stay per visitor, achieve high room (or bed) occupancy rates and customer
satisfaction as well. All these repercussions affect adversely revenues (per room)
and finally EBIT, which represent some of the most popular key performance
indicators in the sector (Verot, 2020).
The input orientation of the model was chosen, due to the reckoning that assets
(mainly rooms, beds and rest equipments) are more probably controlled by the
management, compare to revenues or EBIT (Avkiran, 2002). The performance in
the hospitality sector was estimated using input and output data of seventeen (17)
hotels (and groups of them) operating in different places of Greece, which published
financial statements for the years 2017, 2018 and 2019). Data were extracted from
audited financial statements, that have undergone further tests to verify as much as
possible the validity of the information contained. The data regarding the total
assets used, the revenues obtained and EBIT realized by the economic entities of the
sample, are presented in the following Table 1.
Table 1. Input and output data (in Euros) of hotels for 2017-2019 period
DMUs

2019
Assets

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

207.619.000
95.364.048
476.456.343
99.827.660
50.470.205
163.283.276
54.305.342
63.923.893
12.179.818
109.673.671
197.404.843
53.309.449
20.720.492
18.805.355
8.857.450
30.812.962
19.075.590

Revenues

EBIT

65.075.000
40.145.324
104.250.951
26.067.672
18.235.749
47.295.545
14.459.473
12.277.176
4.352.877
21.586.053
35.066.313
16.213.957
7.665.348
6.743.234
2.870.887
14.218.177
14.927.569

13.085.000
3.702.844
26.154.561
8.379.619
3.434.057
15.920.048
1.099.402
4.653.998
414.959
4.880.252
5.651.668
3.800.017
1.674.036
991.805
210.247
3.000.486
626.114

2018
Assets

Revenues

EBIT

190.146.000
84.386.009
466.298.621
89.343.666
41.275.105
141.302.337
52.961.129
63.444.133
12.171.915
111.455.704
195.312.000
52.737.120
20.109.591
19.362.051
9.413.188
30.139.561
18.580.786

54.667.000
38.582.972
97.382.105
24.131.394
17.192.031
40.200.674
13.878.252
11.069.684
4.209.180
20.194.681
34.977.000
16.344.356
7.461.566
7.413.473
3.003.377
14.386.824
13.987.747

10.735.000
6.158.417
27.566.651
7.442.865
2.637.389
15.169.696
2.568.742
4.360.932
475.015
4.705.114
5.573.000
3.882.016
2.569.335
134
412.213
3.849.645
230.608

2017
Assets
161.587.000
76.248.440
457.894.029
63.134.894
34.610.944
138.185.746
51.093.604
67.372.335
12.223.853
113.551.972
183.986.001
51.633.708
16.081.451
19.387.506
9.693.057
29.113.609
18.500.413

Revenue

EBIT

50.506.001
35.486.015
81.712.162
22.201.363
14.128.863
37.633.650
14.232.504
10.076.717
4.067.928
19.951.295
32.158.000
15.911.937
6.680.395
6.838.922
2.984.948
13.264.299
13.864.799

10.740.000
6.348.760
25.432.534
7.114.756
2.960.191
10.989.525
3.316.661
3.605.962
440.755
4.655.634
3.855.000
4.793.384
2.479.259
371.076
525.063,23
3.787.794
235.939

Note: Data extracted from audited financial statements of hotels.
Source: Own study.

In the following Table 2, the main descriptive statistics of the data used in the model
are shown. The descriptive statistics (mean, median, St. Dev.) of input and output
variables of hotels, denote that the individual hotel entities (DMUs) of the sample,
diverge significantly with respect to their size of operation and their performance as
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well. Most particularly, the much higher value of the means of the variables compare
to the respective medians, as well as the quite high standard deviations in the case of
the input variable of total assets, indicate very clearly the wide variability in the
scale (capital invested ) of operations of hotels. Α parallel behavior is exposed
among the output variables of revenues and EBIT ( or even more pronounced
indeed).
Table 2. The descriptive statistics of Input and output data (in Euros) of hotels for
2017-2019 period
2019
Assets

Revenues

EBIT

2018
Assets

Revenues

2017
Assets

EBIT

Revenues

EBIT

Total

1.682.089.398

451.451.306

97.679.113

1.598.438.916

419.082.317

98.336.773

1.504.298.561

381.699.798

91.652.292

Max

476.456.343

466.298.621

466.298.621

466.298.621

457.894.029

457.894.029

457.894.029

81.712.162

25.432.534

Min

8.857.450

2.870.887

210.247

9.413.188

3.003.377

134

9.693.057

2.984.948

235.939

Mean

98.946.435

26.555.959

5.745.830

94.025.819

24.651.901

5.784.516

88.488.151

22.452.929

5.391.311

STDEV

115.959.421

26.040.335

6.845.001

112.505.203

23.554.082

6.857.844

109.369.220

20.155.714

6.088.757

MEDIAN

54.305.342

16.213.957

3.702.844

52.961.129

16.344.356

3.882.016

51.633.708

14.232.504

3.787.794

Note: Data extracted from audited financial statements of hotels.
Source: Own study.

Table 3 shows that in 2017 only two (DMUs No 13 and 17) out of the seventeen
(17) hotels examined are overall technically efficient (TE), achieving score equal to
one (TE=PTE=SE=1) under the Constant Return to Scale (CRS) version. The
average TE score for all hotels of the sample in 2017 is 0,637 (Table 4). It indicates
that in order the average DMU to become efficient, the input must be reduced by
36,3 % and outputs remain the same (or produce the current output with 63,7 % of
the present inputs used).
Table 3. TE, PTE SE and RTS annual factors of hotels for the period 2017-2019
DMUs
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

2019
TE
0,663
0,649
0,563
0,861
0,740
1,000
0,388
0,747
0,557
0,457
0,338
0,732
0,830
0,656
0,468
1,000
1,000

PTE
1,000
1,000
1,000
0,861
0,806
1,000
0,390
0,747
0,895
0,500
0,458
0,732
0,983
0,823
1,000
1,000
1,000

SE
0,663
0,649
0,563
1,000
0,918
1,000
0,994
0,999
0,622
0,914
0,738
1,000
0,844
0,798
0,468
1,000
1,000

2018
TE
0,540
0,807
0,463
0,645
0,727
0,840
0,483
0,524
0,561
0,360
0,316
0,621
1,000
0,509
0,541
1,000
1,000

PTE
0,993
1,000
1,000
0,729
0,776
0,931
0,486
0,528
0,877
0,401
0,387
0,646
1,000
0,676
1,000
1,000
1,000

SE
0,543
0,807
0,463
0,885
0,938
0,881
0,994
0,991
0,640
0,900
0,817
0,961
1,000
0,752
0,541
1,000
1,000

2017
TE
0,602
0,849
0,397
0,793
0,783
0,590
0,554
0,354
0,536
0,350
0,288
0,677
1,000
0,510
0,559
0,979
1,000

PTE
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
0,806
1,000
0,573
0,405
0,536
0,387
0,366
0,763
1,000
0,510
0,559
1,000
1,000

SE
0,602
0,849
0,397
0,793
0,971
0,590
0,968
0,874
1,000
0,904
0,786
0,887
1,000
1,000
1,000
0,979
1,000

RTS
2019
Decreasing
Decreasing
Decreasing
Increasing
Decreasing
Constant
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Decreasing
Decreasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Constant
Constant

2018
Decreasing
Decreasing
Decreasing
Decreasing
Decreasing
Decreasing
Increasing
Decreasing
Increasing
Decreasing
Decreasing
Decreasing
constant
Increasing
Increasing
Constant
Constant

2017
Decreasing
Decreasing
Decreasing
Decreasing
Decreasing
Decreasing
Decreasing
Decreasing
Increasing
Decreasing
Decreasing
Decreasing
Constant
Increasing
Increasing
Decreasing
Constant

Note: Data extracted from audited financial statements of hotels.
Source: Own study.

The observations are based on the comparatively optimal performance of with
respect the efficiency reference set of hotels consisting of the DMUs No 13 and
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17. These two optimally efficient (comparatively) hotels, are followed closely in
performance by the No 16, which exhibits total efficiency score (TE) equal to 0,979.
The DMU No 11 that is exhibiting the minimum TE score (Table 4) which is
equal to 0,288 in 2017, must curtail its input by 71,2 % (while keeping output
constant), to become efficient and move to the efficiency reference frontier.
The decomposition of the global (total) efficiency (TE) score, permits us to attribute
the entire amount of it to each one of its particular two causes, the pure technical
efficiency dimension (PTE) on one hand and the scale efficiency (SE) on the other
(Kumar, 2008). The PTE is associated with the management capability to transform
inputs to desired outputs of through a skillful allocation of them, the right processes
and other methods of administration applied. It usually takes less time to materialize
the results pursued, compared to measures that require to adjust the scale in order to
improve SE outcomes. Many times both PTE and SE must be improved in order
to revamp the TE.
The BCC version of DEA which allows for variable return to scale (VRS), shows
the PTE efficient number of hotels becomes eight (8) in 2017 due to the convexity
condition and the average PTE becomes 0,759 (Table 4). All the rest nine (9) hotels,
still remain purely technical inefficient, indicating that the total inefficiency (TE) is
due predominately in the pure technical rather, than to the scale one. On the
average in 2017 the low overall technical efficiency (TE) which is equal to 0,637 is
affected more by the average PTE=0,759, compared to the scale efficiency which is
greater, namely SE=0,859 (Table 4).
Table 4. The descriptive of the efficiency dimensions (TE, PTE, SE) and RTS for
the years 2019, 2018 and 2017
AVERAGE
MIN
MAX
STDEV
TE Efficient
hotels
TE Inefficient
hotels
Incrreasing
RTS
Decreasing
RTS

2019
TE
0,685
0,338
1,000
0,209

PTE
0,835
0,390
1,000
0,207

SE
0,834
0,468
1,000
0,182

2018
TE
0,644
0,316
1,000
0,218

PTE
0,790
0,387
1,000
0,230

SE
0,832
0,463
1,000
0,182

2017
TE
0,637
0,288
1,000
0,231

PTE
0,759
0,366
1,000
0,259

3

3

2

14

14

15

8

4

3

6

10

12

SE
0,859
0,397
1,000
0,177

2019-2017
TE
PTE
0,655
0,795
0,314
0,381
1,000
1,000
0,220
0,232

SE
0,841
0,443
1,000
0,180

Note: Data extracted from audited financial statements of hotels.
Source: Own study.

The DMU No 11, exhibits still the lowest PTE efficiency score of 0,366 in the same
year, revealing that its inefficiency is primarily due to its PTE factor.
The fact that that average PTE is lower than the average SE, denotes that in the
year 2017 the average hotel generally faced more difficulties operating at optimal
technical and administrative levels, than operating at the optimal level of scale.
As far as the scale efficiency (SE) aspect is concerned, in 2017 the lowest ratio equal
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to 0,397, is achieved by the hotel No 3, which is the largest in size (total assets)
of the group.
In 2018 the average global (overall, or total) efficiency TE increased to 0,644 due
mainly to an improvement in average PTE that was found low in the previous years.
The latter became equal to 0,790 (it was 0,759 in 2017), while at the same time the
SE decreased and reached 0,832 (from 0,859 ratio in 2017). The latter still remained
superior in value in comparison to PTE of the year, indicating that in 2018 the low
average total efficiency (TE) is attributed also more to the low PTE (deficient
management capability), than to the scale effect. The optimally total efficient hotels
(the efficiency reference set) in 2018 are the No 17 and 13 (as in the previous year),
plus the No 16 for the first time. All three DMUs expose a comparatively optimal
global efficiency (TE=PTE=SE=1). The lowest TE and PTE scores are achieved this
year again by the DMU No 11. The lowest SE ratio is shown by DMU No 3 again,
which is the biggest in size (total assets) hotel in the group.
During 2019 the average total efficiency ratio (TE) increased further to 0,685. The
PTE improved once again to reach 0,835 while the respective one SE ratio
improved slightly to 0,834 (in comparison to the previous year but still remains
below its size in the 2017). The latter (SE) becomes for the first time lower (even
marginally) than the PTE factor in 2019. It reveals that in 2019 for the first time the
low TE, is due primarily to SE, compared to the PTE. At the same time the level of
the average PTE ratio of the year, although is improving gradually indicates without
any question that there is enough space to pursue its further enhancement, since it is
also well below the optimal level of one (1). The DMUs with the comparative
optimal TE of the year 2019, are the hotels No. 17, 16 and 6. The lowest TE figure
belongs again to DMU No 11.
As we move from 2017 to 2019 the average TE is increasing from 0,637 to 0,685
due to PTE factor surging from 0,759 to 0,835 respectively. The fact that the PTE
ratio was moving constantly upwards from 2017 to 2019, this trend can be attributed
to “learning by doing” effect, indicating that management becomes more efficient as
the time proceeds. The PTE was dealt primarily with some success due to its
quicker pay off (before tackling the scale), since the space for improvement was
greater and the task rather easier, than the one that involves costly and time
consuming scale (or fixed assets) adjustments. The mean SE was higher than the
corresponding PTE for every year in the period 2017 and 2018, indicating that the
weaker factor was the pure technical efficiency or the ability to bolster the
operational efficiency by transforming inputs to outputs through higher productivity.
The scale efficiency (SE ) although indicates whether some hotels are not efficient
from the point of view of scale, It does not explain how the hotels could remedy
their inefficiencies. To overcome this obstacle it is necessary to find out the return
to scales (RTS) of the DMUS. Based on the last three columns of Table 3, we
understand that the majority of hotels operate at decreasing returns of scale. More
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specifically the seventeen hotels in the three year period represent 51 (17X3) cells.
Each one (hotel and year) is reflecting the return to scale operation (RTS). It
reveals, that twenty eight (28) (hotel/year ) cases operate at a decreasing RTS.
It denotes that for these hotels in order to improve their efficiency ratios, should
reduce their size of operations, that creates possibly complexity, congestion, red
tape, overlapping, communication, lack of coordination, impersonal environment,
inertia, poor decision making and control problems. As a result, any increase in
inputs leads to an increase in output at a lower pace.
The hotels operating at a decreasing returns to scale constantly drops from 12
DMUs in 2017, to ten (10) in 2018 and six (6) in 2019. At the same time the DMUs
showing increasing RTS are growing with the lapse of time from three (3) in 2017,
to four (4) in 2018 and eight (8) in 2019. These changes happen as the average
revenues per hotel increases. There are fifteen (15) cases operate at an increasing
RTS which will have greater potential to approach the reference set of hospitals by
increasing their size of operation to boost efficiency. The hotels that operate under
scale inefficiency, which is a substantial number (but must reduce their present
excess input slack by altering their non optimal scale due to either increasing or
decreasing RTS. This treatment inherently needs more time to be implemented,
compare to management and administrative aspect. At the same time though it is
obvious there is also room to improve further and the PTE efficiency dimension in
those hotels, since are services offering organizations that are affected by the quality
of human factor. Eight (8) hotel/years are operating at a constant RTS, ones that
correspond to the hotel No 17 all three years, the No 16 for the years 2019 and 2018,
the No 13 for 2018 and 2017 respectively, as well as the No 6 for the 2019 only.
The latter eight cases are the ones which are operating at a comparatively
optimal overall efficiency ratio. It must be noted also that almost none of the larger
in size (assets or capital) hotels and more specifically the No 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10 and
11, exhibits optimal global efficiency score one (1), with the exception of No 6 in
2019.
As far as the PTE is concerned, in 2017 a total of eight (8) hotels achieved an
optimal PTE (equal to 1), in 2018 seven (7) hotels and in 2019 seven (7) of them.
So in total during the 2017-2019 period a total of 22 cases ( hotel/year) attained a
comparative optimal PTE ratio. The low average PTE (although it improved during
the period) indicates that the management failed to allocate resources more
efficiently and this situation that contributed to poor input utilization. Thus hotels
with pure technical inefficiency still, must improve operating policies and
managerial performance through more effective management and organization
practices to translate input into outputs
IDEA although offers benchmarks for comparisons and policy prescriptions for
improvements for the inefficient hotels, it is well known that there is no a solid
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basis for comparison
one (1).

among the hotels that exhibit total efficiency score equal

5. Conclusion
The hospitality industry is particularly important for countries like Greece. The
hotel sector which is the backbone of tourism, is capital intensive and at the same
time particularly amenable to influence by any external environment disturbances.
Resilience to the external changes is achieved through strategy. Economic
performance is the result of the successful strategy that secures an amalgam of
effectiveness and efficiency.
We applied the input oriented CCR and the BCC versions of DEA window analysis
to measure TE, PTE, SE and RTS. Through the global efficiency decomposition
we tried to identify the main causes of inefficiency. As the main input total assets
were used, since hotels are capital intensive economic entities. Revenues and
operating profits were chosen as the outputs reflecting effectiveness and efficiency.
Adequate revenues and EBIT which secure adequate return on total assets are
crucial aspects for hotels to thrive (and not merely survive) in a sustainable
fashion. Resilience is the product of agility, sustainability, competitiveness and
economic viability that benefit the key stakeholders, ameliorate the allocation of
scarce resources in the sector through ESG investing and finance that promote
more inclusive growth and prosperity.
We found that the rather low global efficiency (TE) is due to both deficient pure
technical efficiency (PTE) and scale efficiency (SE). In 2017 and 2018 the SE was
greater than PTE. The latter was proven to be a greater cause for the low TE for
these two years, compared to the low also SE. The PTE all these years improved and
in 2019 became marginally greater than the corresponding SE.
The pure technical efficiency (PTE) prevailed in the improvement process during
that period, due to the fact that the hotels with great scale of operations (which
exceeded in numbers the rest of the sample), improved the average PTE factor. It
is achieved relatively easier through the learning by doing effect, and the knowledge
accumulation and sharing process. It paid off earlier, compare to more painful
actions related to scale reduction, which usually invoke greater resistance to change.
In 2019 finally, the low SE constituted then the prime (even marginally) cause of
low overall efficiency (TE).
Ιt is suggested that in periods of turbulence in the external environment (as the
current one) successful changes in the operating model are attained through agility,
that secures resilience (the “ability to thrive in challenging circumstances”). An
operating model in order to be creatively and conclusisevly responsive to mounting
external changes, it must encompasses realignments in the product-service portfolio,
internal structures, processeses and performance (McKinsey, 2021).
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6. Limitations
Limitations of the study is probably pertaining to the small number of hotels of the
study, that is partially related to the fact that a great number of hotels report
negative data with respect to EBIT in one or more years in any given period, which
is an element that can not be dealt by DEA. Another factor restricting a substantial
number of hotels available for the study, is the fact that a substantial considerable
number of them do not report audited data or don’t report all consecutive years
under consideration.
A suggestion for further research may be to include probably the labor expenses (if
available) as an additional input factor, since employee expenses represent the main
cost of the annual operation of a hotel, that affects its operating profit in the income
statement. A suggestion for further research is to incorporate the specific effects of
pandemic for the 2020. Until now we don’t have yet a full year annual financial data
published in order to assess more fully the repercussions of covid 19 on the
particular hotels of the sample. The financial reports of 2020 would test the validity
of the results that the degree of capital turnover and the operating profit margin to
total assets, are the crucial financial ratios that measure effectiveness and efficiency
which culminate in expressing hotel residence into any kind of hardships plague
them abruptly, as the case of the Covid-19 presently.
Incorporating the results from the financial statements in 2020, would indicate even
more visibly whether the DMU 17 (and the rest hotels of the reference set for the
specific years each) which comparatively excelled all years (2017-2019), navigated
through the pandemic in 2020 the least unscathed (as it is anticipated). It will show
whether the auspices for their future are more favorable (or at least less ominous in
case of severe disturbances) as it is contemplated, compared to the hotels found to
underperform so far with respect the asset turnover and operating profits.,which are
showing low resilience.
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